|0        PRE-ARYAN AND PRE-DRAVIDIAN
Annamite *k& " the plough," and " to plough " reduced
to one syllable, is very similar to the Austro-Asiatic forms,
with this difference that they can be separated, and as
thp Indian influence here is out of question we are
brought to suppose that the Mon-Khmer and Indonesian
names of the plough have not got an Indo-Aryan origin.
Laiigdam is frmnd already, in ths Ug Yeda^ but the two
l-s in the srord indicate a vernacular form of it.
The only alternative left to us is to admit that
lai^galam has h&n borrowed from the _ep_d-Aryan peoples
of the East since the Vadic times*. The same conclusion
is inevitable, if one handles a problem of a different kind,
Besides " the plough/- the Sanskrit word langalam
• designates also the " penis." On the other band,
' specially in the Sutras find in the Mababharata, a form
langula is found to mean both the " penis" and " the
tail" (of an animal). If the equivalence laftgala-langula
is authorised, then the semantic evolution of the word
would be easily understood. From " penis " one can pass,
without difficulty, to the sense of " plough " and " tail/*
There are evident analogies between copulation and the act
of ploughing by which one digs up the earth for depositing
the seeds. The problem becomes more complicated from
the fact that, almost inevitably, the word Unga which
strongly resembles the two other words and has the
meaning of ^ penis " comes in.
Such equivalence is phonetically impossible as long
as we are in the Indo-Aryan domain, but they are
fully justified in the neighbouring groups. In V0am
for instance, the scolopendra is called Upan or lipan.
In the same language, kalik and Jvftfc, kaylu and Jip**,
taial and ttfal are equivalent forms [E. Aymonier and
A. Cabaton, Dictionnaire Oam-fr&ngai*]. In the Malaya

